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Abstract
In this paper, we consider a problem that arises in black box testing: generating small test
suites (i.e., sets of test cases) where the combinations that have to be covered are specified
by input-output parameter relationships of a software system. That is, we only consider combinations of input parameters that affect an output parameter, and we do not assume that the
input parameters have the same number of values. To solve this problem, we revisit the greedy
algorithm for test generation and show that the size of the test suite it generates is within a
logarithmic factor of the optimal. Unfortunately, the algorithm’s main weaknesses are its time
and space requirements for construction. To address this issue, we present a problem reduction
technique that makes the greedy algorithm and possibly any other test suite generation method
more efficient if the reduction in size is significant. We discuss its merits and limitations, and
evaluate the technique on actual software systems.
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Introduction

Software testing remains an important topic in software engineering. A recent report generated for
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) found that software defects cost the U.S.
economy 59.9 billion dollars annually [19]. While current technologies cannot hope to remove all
errors from software, the report goes on to estimate that 22 billion dollars could be saved through
earlier and more effective defect detection.
Black-box testing is a type of software testing that ensures a program meets its specification
from a behavioral or functional perspective. The number of possible black-box test cases for any
non-trivial software application is extremely large. The challenge in testing is to reduce the number of test cases to a subset that can be executed with available resources and can also exercise
the software adequately so that majority of software defects are exposed. One popular method for
performing black-box testing is the use of combinatorial covering designs [9, 4, 6] based on techniques developed in designing experiments. These designs correspond to test suites (i.e., a set of
test cases) that cover, or execute, combinations of input parameters in a systematic and effective
way, and are most applicable in testing data-driven systems where the manipulation of data inputs
and the relationship between input parameters is the focus of testing. As pointed out by Dunietz, et
al. [9], a technical challenge that remains in applying this promising technique in software testing

is the construction of covering designs. There are two issues that need to be considered: the first
and perhaps more important one is the size of the covering design since it dictates the number of
test cases, and consequently, the amount of resources needed to test a software system; the second
is the time and space requirements of the construction itself.
A great deal of research work has been devoted to generating small test suites [2, 3, 12, 13, 7,
14, 16, 22]. Most researchers focus on uniform coverage of input parameters with uniform ranges;
i.e., they consider test suites that cover all -wise combinations of the input parameters1 for some
integer and the input parameters are assumed to have the same number of values. While such
test suites apply to a large number of situations, in practice not all -wise combinations of input
parameters have equal priority in testing [2, 17], nor are all parameter domains of the same size
[3, 14]. Testers often prioritize combinations of input parameters that influence a system’s output
parameters over those that do not [2, 3, 8, 15, 20]. Determining which set of input parameters
influence a system’s output parameters can be accomplished using existing analyses [8, 15, 20] or
can be discovered in the process of determining the expected result of a test case. 2
Given a system’s input-output relationships, a tester may wish to create a test suite that covers
only those combinations of input parameters that influence the program outputs in lieu of a test suite
that covers all -wise combinations of uniform input parameters. How should such a test suite be
generated so that its size is small and its construction is efficient? To this end, we revisit the greedy
algorithm for test generation which was first analyzed by Cohen et al. [4] in the context of -wise
coverage of input parameters with the same ranges. Not only is the greedy algorithm applicable
in this general setting, but we will also prove that the size of the test suite it generates is relatively
small – it is within a logarithmic factor of the optimal. Unfortunately, its main weaknesses are that
its time and space requirements become prohibitive as the number of input parameters increases. To
address this issue, we present a problem reduction technique that makes the greedy algorithm and
possibly any other test suite generation method more efficient if the reduction in size is significant.
In section , we define our terms and discuss the greedy algorithm further. In section , we
present our problem reduction technique and analyze its merits. Initially, we assume that the input
parameters have the same number of values; later on, we suggest several approaches on how to
extend our technique when the assumption is no longer true. We then evaluate the technique on
actual software systems, and conclude in section .
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Constructing small combinatorial test suites
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In order to determine the expected result of a test case, the tester must know which input parameters influence, or
affect the computation of the system’s output parameters.
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for I !KJ is a set of test cases for the problem instance that covers
   R  BO P combinations
all the  &SR  +TR
of   for each  VU ! . In our discussion, we shall
 . An
arrange the test cases of P as columns of a  RXW P W array whose rows are indexed by
important goal in software testing is to construct P so that its size is as small as possible.
Finding optimal test suites for arbitrary problem instances, however, is difficult. For instance,
Q
Seroussi and Bshouty [21] has shown that deciding if an arbitrary I !KJ can be covered by a test

suite of size four is NP-complete – even in the simple instance when all the parameters in are
binary, and all the sets in ! have size two. Next, we analyze the following greedy algorithm for test

suite generation: at each iteration, pick the unused test case that covers the maximum number of
uncovered combinations. Cohen, et al. [4] were the first to obtain an upper bound on the number of
test cases the greedy algorithm generates in the context of pairwise coverage of all input parameters
with uniform ranges. They also generalized the bound when the input parameters have uniform
-wise coverage. Their result is the following:
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To extend this result for the general setting, we consider the set-covering problem. An instance
of the set-covering problem consists of a finite set g and a collection h of subsets of g . The goal
is to find the smallest sub-collection ikjlh so that every element in g is covered by or included in
some set in i . The set-covering problem is NP-hard [11]. To find a sub-collection i , we can also
use the same greedy algorithm we just described above. This time, at each iteration, the algorithm
picks the unused set that covers the most remaining uncovered elements in g . It is known that the
_ Znm Wporqts9uvW J times the optimal, where owqts9u is the largest
size of the resulting set cover is at most I)
set in h , and Znm is the natural log [5].
Let us now cast the test generation problem as a set-covering problem. Let g consist of all
Q
x & BO , all   &6R  R
combinations of I !KJ that have to be covered. For example if  
  O combinations of   are in g . Let us also represent each test case H of I $ !KJ as a set which
consists of all the combinations it covers in g , and let h consist of all the possible test cases. Since
each test case covers exactly one combination of   for
   , every set in h has$size
.

Once the transformation we have described is complete, finding an optimal test suite for I !KJ is

the same as finding an optimal set cover for IDg hyJ . Consequently, we have the following result:
Theorem 2.2 Suppose a software system has  input parameters and  output parameters and the
$
combinations that need to be covered are described by the instance I !KJ . The greedy algorithm
_ Znmz{J R }|~H , where }|}H is the
for test generation produces a test suite whose size is at most I)
size of the optimal test suite.
Theorem 2.1 [4] Let consist of parameters, each of which has values. If all the pairwise
combinations of the parameters in have to be covered then the greedy algorithm will generate a
.
test suite whose size is at most
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We emphasize that the approximation factor in our theorem depends only on the number of
output parameters, and not on the number of input parameters nor their ranges. In the case when
consists of all -subsets of (as in the situation described in Theorem 2.1),
so our theorem
states that the number of test cases produced by greedy is at most
.
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A problem reduction technique

The greedy algorithm has many attractive features: it is simple to implement, flexible, and generates
a relatively small number of test cases. However, its time and space requirements grow exponentially as the number of input parameters increases. This is due to the fact that at each iteration it
needs to find the unused test case that covers the most number of uncovered combinations. If there
are ten parameters with five values each, for example, then at each iteration it must check the coverage of approximately nine million test cases. It is this issue that we seek to address in this section.
One obvious approach is to design a faster (and a more space-efficient) algorithm for generating
test suites. This was taken by Cohen, et al. [4] where, instead of doing a brute force search at each
iteration, they implemented a greedy random heuristic that finds an unused test case that covers a
large (but perhaps not the maximum) number of uncovered combinations. Our approach, on the
,
other hand, is to make test generation more efficient via problem reduction. That is, given
we reduce this instance to
so that (i)
and
for each , and (ii) any test
for
can be transformed efficiently to a test suite for
. If such a reduction
suite
using the greedy algorithm or any other
is possible, then we just have to find a test suite for
test generation method. Since the input to these methods are now smaller, we expect them to run
faster and require less space. Indeed, the smaller
is with respect to
, the greater will
be the gain in efficiency. First, we mention two simple reductions.
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$ from ! . This reduction is valid because any test suite that covers all
  also covers all the combinations of its subsets.


 

R2: If has only one value, delete from and from all   ’s that contain . Suppose P is
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! J . For each test case H U P , create a
a test suite for the reduced problem instance I
test case H for the original problem instance by setting equal to its only value and all other



parameters to their values in H . Since the test cases of P cover all combinations of   , the
  .
corresponding test cases for the original problem must cover all combinations of  

For now, we will assume that the parameters in have the same number of values  .
Later on, we will extend our technique to parameters that have non-uniform ranges. Our general


technique for problem reduction finds a base set of parameters , which is a subset of . Each
 U  is then mapped to a parameter in   , say  , so that in creating a test case for the original


problem instance, the value of is set equal to the value of . One implication of this mapping




is that if and influence the same output, say  , then cannot be mapped to ; otherwise,
some combinations of   will not be covered. We use a graph to model this restriction.
Let  be the graph whose vertices correspond to the  input parameters of the system. Two
nodes are adjacent if and only if their corresponding input parameters together influence some
output parameter; i.e., the input parameters are elements of some   in ! . Let us call  the rela$
tionship graph of the problem instance I !KJ . We now construct the mapping between parameters,
, delete
R1: If
the combinations of

and generate the test cases in the following manner:









Step : Properly color (using as few colors as you can); i.e., assign a color to each node of so
that no two adjacent nodes are assigned the same color. Let be the number of colors used.

  v  L M 

Step : For each color , pick a parameter
.
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Step  : For each  , construct   where is an element of   if and only if one of the parameters

in   was colored with M . (That is, map every parameter colored M to .) Since no two
parameters in   are assigned the same color because they are adjacent in  , it must be the
 W , for all . Apply reduction R1 to     #  and call the resulting

case that W   W

W

set ! .
   ! J.
Step  : Construct a test suite P for I
 
$
Step ¤ : Finally, for each test case H U P , construct a corresponding test case H for I !KJ in the



following way: for each , if was colored M then set its value in H equal to the value of

$
in H . Let P denote the resulting test suite for I !KJ . Note that W P W
WP  W.
¥
An example. Let us now illustrate the reduction technique for the following example. Let
 L ¦ and   . Let ! N^ L ¦ ,  L § , §¨©^¦ , ©^ª¨« , ª¨¬ ,
¬¨« , «¦^ . The relationship graph  is shown in Figure 1. We color  with four
 for
colors: red (R), blue (B), yellow (Y), green (G). Let us pick one parameter for each color:
«
¦
  ¥ L «¦ . Let us now replace
red, L for blue, for yellow and for green. Hence,
     L  ¦ ®    L  ¦  ,
the parameters in each  with their corresponding parameters in :
 L §K¯ L  , §¨©^¦e° L ¦ , ©^ª¨«e± L « , ª¨¬K° L  ,
¬¨«² L « , and «¦²«¦ . Applying reduction R1, !  ^ L ¦
 L ««¦^ . The table below contains a test suite P  for I  !  J .
 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 1
«L 22 21 12 22 12 21 11 11
¦ 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2

$
Next, we transform P into a test suite P for I !KJ according to step 5. Thus, the rows cor§ and ª are identical to that of  because all three parameters were colored red,
responding to
© ¬
while the rows corresponding to and are identical to that of L because all three parameters
Figure 1: The relationship graph for the problem instance where

were colored blue.
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P is a test suite for I $ !KJ . That is, P covers all combinations
!
  ´  J be a particular combination of   . At the end of step 3,
Proof. Let  ³U ! and ID´ ´ L





either   U ! , or   is a proper subset of some set in ! . In either case, since P is a test suite
   !  J at step 4, P  covers all combinations of    . Let H  be the test case in P  that covers the
for I
  ´  J of   . The corresponding test case H of H  at step 5 must then cover
combination ID´ ´ L
the same combination for   . Since we chose   and its combination arbitrarily, we have proven
µ
that P does cover all combinations of all sets in ! .
Q
 !  J using steps 1 to 3 of our algorithm. If P·¶D¸¹
Theorem 3.2 Suppose I !KJ was reduced to I

  !  J respectively, then W P·¶/¸¹ Wv W P ¶/ ¸¹ W . In addition,
$



and P ¶/¸¹ are optimal test suites for I !KJ and I


if ! jº! , then W P ¶/¸¹ W
W P ¶/¸¹ W .

 !  J , then step 5 of our
Proof. According to Theorem 3.1, if P ¶/¸¹ is the test suite chosen for I


$


algorithm transforms it into a valid test suite for I !KJ whose size is W P ¶D¸¹ W . Hence, W P ¶/¸¹ W» W P·¶/¸¹ W .






!  J . Arrange
On the other hand, when ! jº! , P·¶D¸¹ can also be transformed into a test suite for I
the test cases of P·¶/¸¹ as columns of a  RbW P·¶/¸¹ W array whose rows are indexed by the parameters of .

Delete all rows corresponding to the input parameters not in . Since P·¶/¸¹ covers all combinations


of all the sets in ! , the new test suite must do so likewise. Hence, W P·¶/¸¹ W¼»W P ¶/¸¹ W and the theorem
follows.
µ
Theorem 3.1 At the end of step 5,
of all sets in .

The next corollary follows immediately from Theorem 3.2.



Let P and P be the test suites generated at step 4 and step 5
W P Wv¿¾zW! P ¶/ ¸¹j½W for! .some
¾V»  , then W P W¿¾W P·¶/¸¹ W .
 L « lies
P ¶/ ¸¹ W may occur even when !$`jºÀ ! . In  our  example,
Note that W P·¶/¸¹ W
the set
W


in ! but not in ! . But the optimal test suites for I !KJ and I
! J both
size eight because
  L have
¦  , which
(a) at least eight test cases are needed to cover all combinations of
lies in both

! and ! , and (b) the test suites we presented for both instances
 À have eight test cases each. On the
other hand, it is also possible that W P·¶/¸¹ WvÁ W P ¶/¸¹ W when ! jº! . We present one such example from
Meagher and Stevens [17] in the appendix.
In the next three corollaries, we state additional scenarios when W P·¶D¸¹ W
W P ¶/ ¸¹ W .
Corollary 3.3 Suppose
respectively. If
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  U ! such that
W  W  W P·¶/¸¹ W W P ¶/ ¸¹ W  
$
Proof. Since  U ! , all combinations of $ must be covered by any test suite of I !KJ . Hence,


On the other hand, since  colors were used in step 1 and W   W
,

W P ¶D¸Å¹ W»  )Â ÃwÄ*Â    . .This

 ÆÅ    after step 3.
means that every other   is a subset of   , so !
Enumerating all the combinations

   !  J . Thus, W P ¶/ ¸¹ W  
of   creates an optimal test suite for I

µ
and by Theorem 3.2, W P·¶/¸¹ W  . It follows that W P·¶/¸¹ W
W P ¶/ ¸¹ W   .
The situation described in Corollary 3.4 typically happens when the size of the largest set in !
is significantly larger than most of the other sets in ! . The next result is implied by Corollary 1 of
[17]. (We present a proof for completeness.) Recall that for a graph 
I;Ç È J , É$I;J , the clique


number of  , is the size of the largest Ç jºÇ such that all vertices in Ç are pairwise adjacent, and
Ê I;J , the chromatic number of  , is the minimum number of colors needed to color  . It is well
known that É$I;J  Ê I;J .
Corollary 3.5 Suppose every set in ! consists of exactly two parameters. Let  be the relationship
$
graph of I !KJ . If step 1 uses É$I;J colors (i.e., Ê I;J
É$I;J ), then W P·¶/¸¹ W W P ¶/ ¸¹ W .
 consists of all pairs of parameters in
 
clique in  . Let !
FProof.
 . SinceSuppose
! jË! ,j if P ¶/forms
 ¸¹ is ana largest
F


D

 J , then W P·¶D¸¹ W`»ÌW P ¶/ ¸¹ W . Since step
!
optimal test suite for I




Ë












 ÍfÎ\ÏÑÐ . Different colors were assigned to all the parameters in
É$I;SJ  colors,
F1  uses
F  W F W , and I FD !  J and I FpD !  J
. Thus, ! consists of all pairs of parameters in . But W W
 W P ¶/ ¸¹ W . And since W P ¶/ ¸¹ WÆ»ÌW P·¶/¸¹ W by Theorem 3.2, it follows
have the same structure, so W P ¶/¸¹ W

µ
that W P ¶/¸¹ W
W P·¶D¸¹ W .
Ê I;J , including the family of perfect
We note that there are many graphs  where É$I;SJ
graphs.
Corollary 3.6 If every set in ! consists of exactly two parameters, and step 1 uses at most three
colors, then W P ¶/¸¹ W
W P ¶/ ¸¹ W  L .
Q
FD !  J must contain at least  L test cases because every
Proof. Every test suite of I !KJ and I

 L
L
L
output set in ! and ! has  combinations. Hence, W P·¶/¸¹ W¼»  and W P ¶/¸¹ WÒ»  . When step 1 uses








Ó




Ó
^



^


   L  .


and !
so P ¶D¸¹ consists of all combinations of
two colors,
L
L
 L .
Therefore, W P ¶/¸¹ W
  x   L  §  and !  is a subset of !ÕÔ ^   L     §  
1 uses three colors,
L When
§ ^ . step
 !  J is also a valid test suite for I  !  J . Construct a
Clearly, every test suite for I

 R  L array whose rows are indexed by   L  § as follows. Let the first row consist
of ¼ ’s followed





  , and let the
by Ò ’s, and so forth until Ò ’s. Let the second row consist of  sequences of  










by cyclic rotations of this sequence until
third row start with the sequence of  
  ÑÖ× is reached. When  , followed
the sequence  
 , the array is as follows:

L 11 12 13 14 21 22 23 24 31 32 33 34 41 42 43 44
§ 1 2 3 4 2 3 4 1 3 4 1 2 4 1 2 3
Corollary 3.4 If the number of colors used in step 1 is , and there exists an
, then
.
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 is covered by one of the
!
I  !  J

 L W P ¶/¸¹ W  L and W P·¶/¸¹ Wv  L . µ
Assuming that every set in ! consists of exactly two parameters, we can generalize the above
 ! p J ,
L
corollary as follows. Suppose step 1 uses  colors, and there is a test suite of size  for I
  Ó      and !  consist of all pairs of parameters in   . By applying the same
where
reasoning as above, it must be the case that W P ¶/¸¹ W
P ¶/ ¸¹ W  L . In [13], Hartman and Raskin lists
W
the sizes of the smallest test suites that their CTS package has found for various values of  and  .
   ¤ >ØÙ-Ú-Û ^     , etc. then
From this list, we know for example that when 
and 



W P·¶D¸¹ W W P ¶/¸¹ W  L .
It is straightforward to check that every combination of every set in
columns in the array. Hence,
has a test suite of size , so

Implications and limitations. We have noted that the main weakness of the greedy algorithm for
test generation is that at each iteration it needs to check the coverage of almost all the possible test
. In our case,
and each parameter has values each, so there are a total of
cases of
test cases. As and increase, the time and space requirements of the greedy algorithm become
prohibitive. The problem reduction approach we introduced tries to make the greedy algorithm
, then the total number of test cases is reduced to
more feasible in practice. When say
. In addition, if
, then the number of combinations that need to be covered is also
less. Both the time and space requirements of the algorithm can drop significantly. Unfortunately,
it is possible that by applying the problem reduction technique, we will end up with a smaller
problem instance whose optimal test suite is larger than the optimal test suite of the original problem
instance. Theorem 3.2 and the subsequent corollaries state sufficient conditions as to when our
problem reduction technique preserves the optimality of the test suite size.
? This happens when , the number of colors used for , is small relative
When is
to the number of nodes in . In general, this would mean that the relationships between the input
parameters based on their occurrences in the
’s are relatively “simple”. On the other hand,
when every pair of the input parameters occur together in some , then is a complete graph.
and
, and our technique does not reduce the size of the problem.
Consequently,
We note, however, that this is the only instance when no reduction in the number of input parameters
is possible. When is not a complete graph and is its vertex set, there is always a vertex whose
degree is at most
. The subgraph induced by
can be colored with
colors
colors since it is not adjacent to all of the vertices in
while can be assigned one of the
. Hence,
and can always be reduced by one parameter. Therefore, if we
reduce
to
, and the relationship graph of
is not a complete graph, then we
can again apply our problem reduction technique to
. We summarize below.

I $ !KJ
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Remark 3.7 Suppose the input parameters in
have uniform ranges. Our problem reduction
technique can be repeatedly applied to
until the relationship graph of the resulting problem
instance is a complete graph.



Assuming that a reduction in problem size occurs, we will most likely have our greatest gain
when is colored with as few colors as possible. However, coloring an arbitrary graph is NPcomplete [11]. When the size of the graph is not too large, exact algorithms for optimal coloring
may be feasible. Recently, Byskov [1] and Eppstein [10] have designed faster algorithms for exact
colors, where
graph coloring. There is also a simple heuristic that colors using at most
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for generating a test suite for 
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àáâ B-"¡ The
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where the numbers in parenthesis indicate the range of each parameter,
 àDáâ B, and
¢ 'à ä â 9B, 9àDareä¡â 9 ,¢used
9å   '  B,B-£B  9å~   9  B . The first graph has a

Figure 2:

coloring that uses the fewest number of colors. The second graph has a coloring where no two parameters
with different range sizes are assigned the same color.



I  !   J
P

is the maximum degree in [23]. Similarly, we know of no algorithm that can efficiently generate
. Hence, we rely on other sub-optimal algorithms such
an optimal test suite for an arbitrary
as the greedy algorithm for generating .

3.1 Extensions to parameters with non-uniform ranges



M 
H H

M



Recall that in our reduction technique, for each color , we picked an arbitrary parameter whose
node in was colored . In transforming a test case
to , the values of all parameters whose
nodes in were colored in are then set equal to the value of
in . If the range of is
less than the range of one of these parameters, some combinations of may not be covered. We
suggest several approaches that deal with this issue, and make use of the following problem in, where the numstance for illustration:
bers in parenthesis indicate the range of each parameter, and
.

 H 

M H
!
ºæ I*¤J  L I*¤J § I*¤J © I*¤J ª I*çJ ¬ I*çJ « I*J ¦ I*J 
è  K ©^ª¨«  L
!
 L ©^¬¨¦  §$ L §^

Approach  . For each color M , choose so that among all the parameters whose nodes in  are
colored M , its range is the largest. The test suite generated by our algorithm is guaranteed to cover
all combinations of ! . The relationship graph for the example is shown in Figure 2(a). We color
 ê¬ , Ï æª , ë ê© and ì æ« so   ¥©^ª¬¨« .
it with four colors, and choose é


í

©
^
  L   ª¨¬¨« and  § î©^ª¨¬ so ! eî^©^ª¨¬¨«^ .
We also have 
  ! J is straightforward. The corresponding test suite for I $ !KJ will
Generating a test suite for I
have ¤ R ç R ç R 
^ç¨ï test cases.
Approach  . Do not assign two parameters the same color if their ranges are different. One way
to implement this is to add an edge in  between two parameters with unequal ranges. Again,
our algorithm will generate a test suite that covers all combinations of ! . Figure 2(b) shows a
coloring of graph  of the example where only parameters with the same ranges are assigned the
 ð , ë ¥© , ì Å¦ ,
same color. This modification forces us to use five colors. We set é
Ï ª and ñ L so   ð L ©^ª¨¦ . The new output sets are   Å©¨ª¨¦ ,
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 L Ë L  ©  ª  ¦  , and  §    L  ©  . We have reduced the number of parameters in 
!

not the number of sets in

.

 

but



A hybrid approach: The weakness of the first approach is that we may end up combining parameters
with large ranges in the same
when these parameters were never combined in the original .
Consequently, we may produce a test suite
whose size is significantly larger than that of the
optimal test suite for
. To alleviate the problem, we can assign the same color to input
parameters with similar ranges. For example, add an edge between parameters whose range sizes
differ by at least a certain value in the relationship graph, and use the coloring on this graph to
construct the reduced problem instance. We note that approach 2 had a stricter rule. This way, we
from being too large
can gain some reduction in problem size, and at the same time prevent
when compared to the optimal test suite.

I $ !KJ

P

P

3.2 Case Studies
The importance of finding efficient techniques for generating test suites for non-uniform instances
became apparent in our current research in black-box testing. We have to generate test suites that
cover all combinations of input parameters that influence output parameters. The input parameters
have non-uniform ranges and the output parameters are often influenced by a different number of
input parameters. Currently, we generate test suites using a greedy heuristic similar to the one
presented by Cohen, et al. [4]. As the systems we experimented with grew in size and complexity,
we found that the time and space required to generate these test suites became very large.
Our goal for these case studies was to evaluate the effectiveness of the problem reduction technique in practice. To do so, we implemented the greedy algorithm for test generation on three
systems and compared its running time before and after applying the problem reduction technique.
We also considered the sizes of the resulting test suites in both instances. Two of the systems we
used in the case study are industrial systems that one of the authors was associated with while employed in the software industry. The Digital Access Cross-connect System (DACS) is a hardware
and software system used to configure and test digital trunks in telephone systems. The program
was written at AT&T Bell Laboratories to provide an easy way to rapidly configure and reconfigure digital trunks in the laboratories where DACS is used in testing telephone switches. The Data
Management and Analysis System (DMAS) is used by analytical chemists in the pharmaceutical
industry to perform regression analysis on data collected from experiments conducted using liquid
and gas chromatography. The third program we used is the Loan Arranger System (LAS), a software used to support the mortgage-back securities business and is described by Pfleeger [18]. LAS
is used as a software engineering project at the University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee.
For this study, we determined each system’s input-output (I/O) relationships using the automated technique described by Schroeder et al. [20]. All programs were executed on a 1.6 Ghz
processor with 512 MB of memory. Initially, we ran the greedy algorithm to generate the test
suites. The results are shown below. The fourth row indicates the number of input parameters that
influence the output parameters. The last row indicates the size of the optimal test suite. For two of
the three systems, the greedy algorithm generated the smallest possible test suite.
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W ! W
W W
Sizes of 
Generation time
WP·P ¶/¸W¹
W W
System

DACS
6
3
3
.39 sec
158
150

LAS
15
20
1– 6
22.30 sec
1536
1536

DMAS
23
42
1 – 13
870.33 sec
5120
5120

To implement the problem reduction technique, we constructed the relationship graph for each
system, used a greedy coloring scheme (p.176 of West [23]) and approach 2 to color the graph. That
is, no two parameters’ nodes were assigned the same color if their ranges were different. Once
,
was constructed, we used the greedy algorithm to generate
at step 4 and the procedure at
step 5 to generate the test suite. The results are presented below.

! J

I 

P

W !  W
W W

System

WP  W WP W

Generation time

DACS
4
3
.05 sec
162

LAS
7
2
.66 sec
1536

DMAS
13
1
3.41 sec
5120

In each of these systems, the problem reduction technique proved to be an effective way to
generate test suites. The generation times are at least one order of magnitude faster, while the
resulting test suite sizes are equal or close to that of the optimal test suite.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we addressed the need to generate small test suites efficiently when the combinations
that have to be covered are specified by the input-output relationships of a software system. In
particular, we did not assume that the input parameters have uniform ranges nor uniform coverage.
We revisited the greedy algorithm for test generation and proved that the number of test cases it
, where is the number of output parameters
generates in this setting is at most
and
is the size of the optimal test suite. We then presented a problem reduction technique so
that when the reduction in problem size is significant, the greedy algorithm and possibly any other
test generation method is more efficient in practice. Finally, we discussed its merits and limitations,
and evaluated it on several software systems. Some of the questions we would like to pursue further
are:

ò

ò

}|~H

Q
P ¶/¸¹ I !KJ
W P ¶/ ¸¹ W ó W P·¶/¸¹ W

I) _ Znmz{J R |~H



I  !  J

ó

P·¶D¸¹

Suppose
has been reduced to
by our problem reduction technique, and
and
are their optimal test suites respectively. Does there exist a constant such that
?
Can the problem reduction technique be modified so that
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W P·¶/¸¹ W W P /¶  ¸¹ W in all cases?

I9 B

Y
I8
B
I10

I1

R
G
I2

I7
W

I3

I6

I4

Y

B
I10

W

R
I5

G

I9 B

Figure 3: The relationship graph for the problem instance given in the appendix. Nodes
twice to make the symmetry of the graph more apparent.

5

ô and  *õ are drawn

Appendix

We present an example from Meagher and Stevens [17] for which our problem reduction technique
does not preserve the optimality of the test suite size. Consider the following instance:

V L ÷ö where all the parameters have   .
! ^÷ö L § §© § ªª § «« § ¦÷ö © øª  L © §¬  L © ©¨ø  L © ¦÷ö L ª ø¬  
ªL«ª^ø¬¨«¬^¦¬¨ø¬÷ö«¨¦«÷ö¦^ø¦^÷ö^
Q
The relationship graph for I !KJ is shown in Figure 3. To make the symmetry of the graph
ø ÷ö in the drawing. The
more apparent, we followed the suggestion in [17] to repeat nodes and
graph can be ¤ -colored, as shown in the figure. Applying steps  and  of the problem reduction
Fù L §©^ø and !  consists of all pairs of parameters in  ; i.e.,
technique, we have
   !  J is ú ª , the complete graph on five vertices. It is known that the
the relationship graph of I
   !  J contains six test cases, so W P ¶/ ¸¹ W ç . On the other hand, the following
optimal test suite for I
Q
is a test suite for the original I !KJ .
 0 0 1 1 1
§L 00 11 10 01 01
©
ª 00 01 11 01 10
¬ 0 0 0 1 1
« 0 1 1 0 1
¦ 0 1 0 1 0
ø 0 1 0 0 1
÷ö 0 0 1 1 0
12

by rows indexed by
W P ¶/¸¹ WûÁüW I/P ï ¶/¸¹ WJ . forIf weconsider
 Hence,
L §© W P and¶D¸¹ Wø  , the¤ , socombination
© and the
§¨array
ø areformed
not covered. We refer the

reader to Meagher and Stevens [17] for more examples of problem instances where W P·¶/¸¹ WÁ W P ¶/¸¹ W .
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